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MOBILE Strategy GUIDE



Foreword Visionary organizations now use mobile technology to: • Win more business • Deliver better customer service • Engage mobile employees more powerfully Mobile technology – beyond simple e-mail applications and Internet search capability – is in use by millions of individuals and hundreds of organizations. Cutting edge mobile technology spans a variety of industries as well as educational, governmental and non-profit organizations. Mobile technology serves enterprises of all sizes and knows no geographical boundaries. Beyond the practical aspects of mobile device deployment, life-cycle management and security issues, an effective mobile strategy involves: • Mobile support – just-in-time access to mission critical information for the mobile employee • Connectivity to experts – real-time access to key experts and expert support groups and tap the tribal knowledge of an organization • Collaborative tools – to capture the constructive dialog among employees solving real-world business problems In this guide, these concepts are explained and illustrated by an assembly of best practices from several real organizations that have developed an effective mobile strategy.



For reprints please contact Intelligent Mobile Support Toll Free: 1 (800) 315-9186 • [email protected] www. imobilesupport.com ©2011 John W. Steidley, Ph.D. All rights reserved.



Note: This guide presents un-retouched screen captures from Release 4.0 of the Intelligent Mobile Support (IMS) platform as seen on an iPhone 4, although the IMS platform supports any browserbased smart phone, laptop, tablet or PC. 2



MOBILE Strategy GUIDE



Introduction How to learn faster than your competition Imagine an enterprise with the ability to provide its mobile business professionals with real-time, mobile access to all of its sales and customer support information – documents, presentation slide decks, product data, podcasts and video. Envision an enterprise where every mobile worker knows who to ask whenever a question arises. Picture a headquarters team that can collect field information whenever they “In the long run, the want quantitative feedback on a topic – and not just react to a few only sustainable source vocal individuals – to more reliably shape decision-making. Finally of competitive advantage imagine if everyone can instantly share new information – customer insights, business intelligence and troubleshooting knowledge – with is your organization’s other mobile professionals with similar needs.



•



ability to learn faster than its competition.” Peter M. Senge2



•



Congratulations. You have just imagined what this mobile strategy guide is all about. In this book, we will explore what the following functions can do for your organization:



• Mobile support – just-in-time access to mission critical information including documents, presentation slide decks, checklists, troubleshooting flowcharts, even mobile learning1 to aid the performance of individuals at their moment of need • Connectivity to experts – real-time access to key experts and groups of experts to tap into the tribal knowledge of organizations when explicitly documented information is unavailable • Collaborative tools – to capture the constructive dialog among employees solving real-world business problems. This is often referred to as enterprise social networking. This is a how-to guide. It shows how to win more business, how to deliver better customer service and how to engage mobile employees more powerfully. In short, this guide shows how to learn faster than your competition.



1 2 



Steidley, J.W., Mobile Learning for Sales and Service Professionals in Healthcare Markets, presented at mLearnCon 2011 symposium, Session 406, Tuesday, June 21, 2011. Senge, P., The Fifth Discipline: The Art & Practice of The Learning Organization, Doubleday, 1994.
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MOBILE Strategy GUIDE



Background Growth of the mobile workforce According to VDC research3, the population of mobile workers on a global basis exceeded 1 billion in 2010. Mobile, knowledge workers represented over 475 million. In the United States over 15 million workers have access to “enterprise mobility solutions” that provide access to enterprise data that goes beyond simple e-mail applications.



The age of search A study by Robert Kelley of Carnegie Mellon University asked a simple question over 25 years ago,  What percentage of the knowledge you need to do your job is stored in your mind? In 1986, the answer was 75%. By 1997 the percentage had dropped to 15-20%. In addition by 2006 the estimate was just 8-10%. We have truly entered the “age of search” so it is not surprising that today’s knowledge professionals – and especially mobile professionals – spend a lot of time looking up information.



Knowing who to ask Some organizational knowledge is explicitly documented such as a sales manual, a product specification or a troubleshooting flowchart. Individuals often know that such information exists even if they cannot recall the specifics without “looking up” the information. However, other organizational knowledge is only available if you ask the right expert, or team of experts, a question – for the mobile employee, knowing who to ask is often their first problem.



“What percentage of the knowledge you need to do your job is stored in your mind?”



3 



VDC Research, Mobile Worker Trends, www.vdcresearch.com, accessed Feb. 24, 2011.
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MOBILE Strategy GUIDE



Background Information retention is fleeting Progressive organizations invest in both instructor led training and on-line learning programs to develop the talents and skills of their employees. However the retention of that information is fleeting. Mobile Learning and mobile performance support solutions can leverage an organization’s investment in both instructor led training and on-line learning – effectively resetting the clock on those investments.



Collaborative learning and dialog Collaborative learning – learning that takes place through collective dialog – is a powerful notion. In his book Physics and Beyond: Encounters and Conversations, Werner Heisenberg argues that even “science is rooted in conversations.” He describes his dialogue with Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr and other famous physicists of his era that led to a collective intelligence that far exceeded what would have been possible on an individual level. Dialog in the traditional workplace – during formal or informal meetings, email conversations or around the proverbial water cooler – is the essence of informal learning. “Informal learning is a way to improve organizational performance and demonstrate that investments in people, learning resources and information technology can have a direct positive impact on company results, including revenue, profitability, customer satisfaction and employee retention.” 4 Retention of information is fleeting



Mobile learning resets the clock



Social networking has changed the way people connect, share and communicate. Applying social networking concepts to advance the mission of a business organization is often referred to as Enterprise Social Networking (ESN). ESN concepts can further enable collaborative dialog. We will show how integrated messaging – using any combination of direct dial calls, text messaging, email or a post to an internal ESN functionality – can improve a team’s agility and performance.



4 



West, H., The Upsurge of Informal Learning, Chief Learning Officer, pages 70-72, June 2011.
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How to win more business



Improve the ability of your sales team to answer questions Problem in perspective Despite the overall increase in the use of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems, sales teams struggle with effectiveness and efficiency. CRM systems are primarily designed to track the sales funnel from lead to closure, organize and schedule customer interactions, track sales calls, support pricing and the quotation process. Back-office CRM analytics provide automated reporting and roll-ups and eliminate the drudgery of manual tracking. Yet, despite these advances, sales productivity remains elusive. Surveys among buyers and sellers often disagree on metrics of sales effectiveness. However, one “sobering” source5 reports: • 58% of buyers report that sales reps are unable to answer their questions effectively • 40% of sales professionals’ time is spent finding information required to do their jobs It is clear that these numbers vary widely among markets, companies and individuals – but the problem still remains. Sales teams must become more efficient in gathering information and more effective in answering buyers questions. Moreover, their competition is not standing still. How can this be done? Sales teams must learn faster than their competition to win more business. In the following pages we illustrate how to win more business using mobile technology to provide realtime access to relevant information and connect sales professionals to experts at their moment of need. We illustrate how to build a complete, mobile ready “one stop shop” for all their sales support information. Providing information such as: • Target Market • Qualifying Question • Compelling Value Proposition • Selling Strategy



• Product Specifications • Configurations • Competitive Information • How to avoid and overcome objections



• Reference Sites • Case Studies • Brochures and Flyers • Pricing Strategy



In short, providing your team with mobile access to all of the information they need to succeed is the first step. But this is just a necessary, but not sufficient, first step. Connecting experts – individuals, or groups or both – to all of that information on a topic-by-topic basis to provide real-time support is the critical second step.



5 



Levitt, C., Some Sobering Sales Statistics, New Sales Economy Blog, Modern Sales Strategy for the Web 2.0 World, accessed at www. newsaleseconomy.com on June 11, 2011.
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HOW TO WIN MORE BUSINESS



Create a “one stop shop” for all sales support information Progressive sales organizations have built complete, mobile ready “one stop shops” for all their sales support information.



❍❍ In this example, information on five Customer Reference Sites is available for a sales rep to review.



❍❍ Text, graphics, documents, audio clips and video – in this example, a Customer Testimonial video – helps a sales rep select the best site and prepare for a visit.



❍❍ With Live Connect, a sales rep requests a visit – uses a direct dial call, text message, email or post – nothing is faster or more convenient.



Live Connect links all information to expert supporters. Supporters can be individuals, groups or both. In this example Prianka is the support person assigned to the Mansfield Clinic and RH is requesting a visit. 7



HOW TO WIN MORE BUSINESS



Enable employees to collaborate, share and communicate Social networking has changed the way people connect, share, collaborate and communicate. Applying social networking constructs to advance the mission of a business enterprise is often referred to as Enterprise Social Networking (ESN).



Marilyn Frost's view



❍❍ Marilyn Frost immediately recognizes Chuck, reads and responds to his message.



Enable collaborative dialog Give your mobile employees the capability to SHARE and VIEW files along with their dialog.



Integrate Messaging Enhance dialog by providing the best medium for the message – a direct dial call, text message, e-mail or post – as needed.



Marilyn Frost's view



Charles Nolan's view



Direct Dial call



❍❍ She recognizes Chuck by his picture, reads his message and responds with a POST.



❍❍ Marilyn completed her report and shared it with the group – as seen here In Charles Nolan’s view.



❍❍ Charles can easily call, text, e-mail alternatively post a message to David Ku for follow-up.
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HOW TO IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE



Build a virtuous cycle of service success The problem in perspective Today’s customers are demanding – and rightly so.  They expect service organizations to respond rapidly, deliver the highest quality of service and pay the lowest possible price. They expect service teams to meet hard requirements of rigorous Service Level Agreements like Mean-Time-To-Repair and First-Visit-Fix-Rates. And, they expect service teams to also meet the soft requirements of professional and courteous communication throughout a customer engagement process that is often highly charged with emotion.



How can this be done? Build a virtuous cycle of service success6 consisting of the following interconnected elements: • Training and empowerment of employees  • Employee satisfaction and competency  • Superior service delivery • Customer satisfaction • Customer loyalty • Higher sales and profits



Trained & Empowered Employees



It is called a virtuous cycle because higher sales and profits can then be re-invested in proper training to perpetuate the cycle.



Higher Sales & Profits



Customer Satisfaction & Loyalty



6 



Employee Satisfaction & Competency



Superior Service Delivery



Schlesinger, L. and Heskett, J., Breaking the cycle of failure in service, Sloan Management Review, pages 17-28, Spring, 1991.
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HOW TO IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE



Expand the role of mobile technology in service delivery In the following pages we illustrate how to build a virtuous cycle of service success using mobile technology. We illustrate how Mobile Learning complements instructor led training and on-line learning by helping service professionals acquire new knowledge and skills and refresh their memory from prior training. We also show how Document Sharing and How To Videos can form a cornerstone of an effective solution. “Real time access



•



However, our experience also shows that access to timely, accurate and relevant information is just a part of the answer. The other part? Real time access to knowledgeable supporters – expert support – is critical to quality customer service. Expert support – individuals and groups that can answer questions and leverage organizational knowledge to solve problems at the moment of need – is often the difference between service and quality service. Mobile technology better prepares service representatives to respond in a timely manner, deliver the proper quality of service – improved first visit fix rates and faster repair time – while lowering costs and improving employee engagement.



to information and knowledgeable support is critical to quality customer service.” Director, Service Operations, Large MedTech Company



•
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HOW TO IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE



Offer Mobile Learning and Performance Support to Service Professionals Mobile Learning complements instructor led training and online learning by helping service professionals acquire new knowledge and skills and refresh their memory from prior training.



❍❍ For example, within minutes a field engineer can navigate to current troubleshooting information on any product.



❍❍ Notes on the existing document can be read as well as comments from other field personnel.



Mobilize Document Sharing Modern smartphones can now display PDF and other documents.



Provide How To Videos Videos unlock the “tricks of the trade” that allow novice employees to perform like a seasoned veteran.



❍❍ Troubleshooting flowcharts can be instantly viewed on a smart-phone, tablet or laptop PC.



❍❍ Veterans can capture videos of key steps in the field and share with novice employees to improve team performance.
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HOW TO IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE



Create virtual call centers Staffing a HQ call center or help desk with your best field service engineers has always been problematic – field engineers miss hands-on troubleshooting and then their valuable expertise erodes over time. A “virtual call center” uses mobile technology to send calls, text messages or e-mails to experts who remain mobile. Enterprise Social Networking concepts used in a Virtual Call Center surfaces a rich dialog that is otherwise obscured in an endless string of e-mail messages.



David’s views



❍❍ David is asked to help with an install and hits a problem he can’t resolve. The documentation didn’t help so he starts a dialog.



❍❍ David alerts his entire support team simultaneously, the first responder closes out the call – yet keeping the entire team engaged in the dialog to improve organizational learning.



Prianka’s view



Arthur’s view



❍❍ Prianka sees the HELP request and is the first responder. Her response closes out the HELP request.



❍❍ Arthur does not see a HELP request since it was closed out by Prianka. But he does see the dialog and thus gains valuable insights.
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HOW TO ENGAGE MOBILE EMPLOYEES MORE POWERFULLY



Provide the mobile tools they need to succeed Employee engagement Although debate continues over the best ways to measure employee engagement, there is widespread consensus that employee engagement correlates with improved organizational performance including • Higher customer satisfaction • Reduced employee turnover • Improved profitability • Higher earnings per share • Stronger top-line growth Engaged employees want to know not only what is going on but also how they can contribute to the success of their organization. Moreover, they want a voice in what is going on – they want to know their opinion counts. Thus, improving communications – from the top of the organization to the employee, between manager and employee and across the organization – is usually cited as a key way to improve employee engagement.



•



“Engaged employees want to contribute to the success of their organization.” Director, Learning and Performance Group, Human Resources, Fortune 100 Company



•



Mobile technology provides multiple ways to improve communications with field employees – whether it is reinforcing enterprise mission and vision, communicating strategy, sharing success stories, or seeking out employee opinions. Mobile Learning and mobile performance support technology can provide access to timely, accurate and relevant information. Mobile technology connects employees to individual experts and each other to drive employee engagement.
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HOW TO ENGAGE MOBILE EMPLOYEES MORE POWERFULLY



Use mobile polling to instantly gather market intelligence Gathering field inputs leads to improved engagement – if you recognize and take appropriate action.



❍❍ A mobile POLL can quickly gather market intelligence to identify current issues.



❍❍ Viewing POLL results immediately allows users to gain instant feedback and know if they are in consensus agreement with their peers.
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HOW TO ENGAGE MOBILE EMPLOYEES MORE POWERFULLY



Drive Continuous Quality Improvement Capture user feedback – qualitative comments and quantitative ratings – helps to steer Continuous Quality Improvements efforts.



❍❍ David reads the question “How likely are you to recommend this information to a colleague?” and rates this a “10”.



❍❍ His colleagues agree – a Net Promoter Score of 71% is quite high.
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HOW TO ENGAGE MOBILE EMPLOYEES MORE POWERFULLY



Capture qualitative feedback Qualitative feedback is as important as quantitative feedback. Appropriate recognition and rewards for stellar employee performance is another key driver of employee engagement.



❍❍ Systematic collection of qualitative comments also leads to better engagement.



❍❍ Engaged employees “jump in” and learn from the best practices of others.
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MOBILE Strategy GUIDE



Summary Visionary organizations use mobile technology as part of a strategy to win more business, deliver better customer service and engage their mobile employees more powerfully. Sales organizations use mobile technology to be more agile than their competitors. They deliver timely, accurate and relevant information to sales professionals in a “one stop shop” approach to improve individual and team performance. They connect sales reps to experts so they can learn about new products and new markets faster than their competition. They answer buyer’s questions more effectively and win more deals. In a similar fashion, service organizations deliver troubleshooting guidelines, checklists and how-to videos to mobile field employees to drive productivity, lower costs and improve customer service. They connect field employees to knowledgeable support personnel to further improve performance. Organizations also use mobile technology as part of their overall strategy to drive collaborate dialog among employees – they know that dialog drives employee engagement and that engagement leads to better overall corporate performance. In addition to mobile device selection, deployment, life-cycle management and security, an effective mobile strategy involves: • Mobile support – just-in-time access to critical information • Connectivity to experts – real-time access to experts and the native intelligence of your entire organization • Collaborative tools – to engage mobile employees more powerfully In this guide, best practices from several real sales and service organizations illustrated key aspects of an effective mobile strategy.



References 1) Steidley, J.W., Mobile Learning for Sales and Service Professionals in Healthcare Markets, presented at mLearnCon 2011 symposium, Session 406, Tuesday, June 21, 2011. 2) Senge, P., The Fifth Discipline: The Art & Practice of The Learning Organization, Doubleday, 1994. 3) VDC Research, Mobile Worker Trends, www.vdcresearch.com, accessed Feb. 24, 2011. 4) West, H., The Upsurge of Informal Learning, Chief Learning Officer, pages 70-72, June 2011. 5) Levitt, C., Some Sobering Sales Statistics, New Sales Economy Blog, Modern Sales Strategy for the Web 2.0 World, accessed at www. newsaleseconomy.com on June 11, 2011. 6) Schlesinger, L. and Heskett, J., Breaking the cycle of failure in service, Sloan Management Review, pages 17-28, Spring, 1991.
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